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The Bishop of Rome in Late Antiquity 2016-03-09 at various times over the past millennium bishops of rome have claimed a universal primacy of jurisdiction over all christians and a superiority over civil authority reactions to these claims have shaped the modern world profoundly did the roman bishop make such claims in the millennium prior to that the essays in this volume from international experts in the field examine the bishop of rome in late antiquity from the time of constantine at the start of the fourth century to the death of gregory the great at the beginning of the seventh these were important periods as christianity underwent enormous transformation in a time of change the essays concentrate on how the holders of the office perceived and exercised their episcopal responsibilities and prerogatives within the city or in relation to both civic administration and other churches in other areas particularly as revealed through the surviving correspondence with several of the contributors examining the same evidence from different perspectives this volume canvasses a wide range of opinions about the nature of papal power in the world of late antiquity

Printing Music in Renaissance Rome 2024-02-16 in sixteenth century italy rome ranked second only to venice as an important center for music book production throughout the century printers in the eternal city experimented more readily and more consistently with the materiality of the book than their venetian counterparts who by standardizing their printing methods came to dominate the international marketplace the romans ingenuity and willingness to meet individual clients needs resulted in music editions in a broader array of shapes and sizes employing a wider range of printing techniques they became boutique printers eschewing the run of the mill in favor of tailoring production to varied market demands accommodating the diverse requirements of their clientele they supplied customized volumes which venetian presses either could not or would not produce in printing music in renaissance rome author jane a bernstein offers a panoramic view of the cultures of music and the book in rome from the beginning of printing in 1476 through the early seventeenth century emphasizing the exceptionalism of roman music publishing she highlights the innovative printing technologies and book forms devised by roman bookmen she also analyzes the church s predominant influence on the book industry and in turn the roman press s impact on such important composers as palestrina marenzio victoria and cavaliere drawing on innovative publications bernstein reveals a synergistic relationship between music repertoires and the materiality of the book in particular she focuses on the post tridentine period when musical idioms both new and old challenged printers to employ alternative printing methods and modes of book presentation in the creation of their music editions of interest to musicologists art historians and book historians alike this book builds on bernstein s previous work as she continues to chart the course of music and the book in renaissance italy

Cumulative List of Organizations Described in Section 170 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 1988 molly m lindner s new book examines the sculptural presentation of the vestal virgins who
for more than eleven hundred years dedicated their lives to the goddess vesta protector of the roman state though supervised by a male priest the pontifex maximus they had privileges beyond those of most women like roman men they dispensed favors and influence on behalf of their clients and relatives the recovery of the vestals house and statues of the priestesses was an exciting moment in roman archaeology in 1883 rodolfo lanciani director of antiquities for rome discovered the first vestal statues newspapers were filled with details about the huge numbers of sculptures inscriptions jewelry coins and terracotta figures portraits of the vestal virgins priestesses of ancient rome investigates what images of long dead women tell us about what was important to them it addresses why portraits were made and why their portraits first set up in the late 1st or 2nd century ce began to appear so much later than portraits of other nonimperial women and other roman priestesses the author sheds light on identifying a vestal portrait among those of other priestesses and considers why vestal portraits do not copy each other’s headdresses and hairstyles fourteen extensively illustrated chapters and a catalog of all known portraits help consider historical clues embedded in the hairstyles and facial features of the vestals and other women of their day what has appeared to be a mute collection of marble portraits has been given a voice through this book

Cumulative List of Organizations Described in Section 170 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 1997 a new look at the cult of the saints in late antiquity did it really dominate christianity in late antique rome

Guide to the Turf 1885 after the roman empire fell medieval europe continued to be fascinated by rome itself the chief of cities once the hub of empire in the early medieval period rome became an important centre for western christianity first of all as the place where peter paul and many other important early christian saints were martyred their deaths for the christian faith gave the city the appellation roma felix happy rome but in rome the history of the faith embodied in the shrines of the martyrs coexisted with the living centre of the western latin church because peter had been recognised by christ as chief among the apostles and was understood to have been the first bishop of rome his successors were acknowledged as patriarchs of the west and rome became the focal point around which the western latin church came to be organised this book explores ways in which rome itself was preserved envisioned and transformed by its residents and also by the many pilgrims who flocked to the shrines of the martyrs it considers how northern european cultures in particular the irish and english imagined and imitated the city as they understood it the fourteen articles presented here range from the fourth to the twelfth century and span the fields of history art history urban topography liturgical studies and numismatics they provide an introduction to current thinking about the ways in which medieval people responded to the material remains of rome’s classical and early christian past and to the associations of centrality spirituality and authority which the city of rome embodied for the earlier middle ages acknowledgements for grants in aid of publication are due to the publication fund of the college of arts humanities celtic studies and social sciences at university college cork to the publication fund of the national university of ireland dublin and to the office of the provost ohio wesleyan university

Publication 1974 仅一夜の情熱が人生のすべてを変える 19歳のとき グレーシーは旅先のローマで美しい男性マリクと運命的な出会いをはたした

Portraits of the Vestal Virgins, Priestesses of Ancient Rome 2015-08-20 award winning broadcast journalist kate theodore has it all under control until she rushes to the scene of one of the greatest tragedies in american history in pursuit of the perfect story pressuring her cameraman into accompanying her she feels responsible for his untimely death her guilt opens the door to transformation in a desperate attempt to rediscover her soul brushing aside a chance meeting with a handsome italian stranger kate soon becomes captivated by his charms but he is a man whose heart is shrouded in secrets can she open her heart to the possibility of true love or will she be lost forever to her past mistakes from the glittering streets of manhattan to the lush gardens of a villa on the outskirts of rome an affinity for shadows is a decadent tale of love and rediscovery that will leave you spellbound

Standard Poland-China Record 1893 it was far from inevitable that rome would emerge as the spiritual center of western christianity in the early middle ages after the move of the empire’s capital to constantinople in the fourth century and the gothic wars in the sixth century rome was gradually depleted physically economically and politically how then asks maya maskarinec did this exhausted city with limited christian presence transform over the course of the sixth through ninth centuries into a seemingly inexhaustible reservoir of sanctity conventional narratives explain the rise of christian rome as resulting from an increasingly powerful papacy in city of saints maskarinec looks outward to examine how rome interacted with the wider mediterranean world in the byzantine period during the early middle ages the city imported dozens of saints and their legends naturalized them and physically layered their cults onto the city’s imperial and sacred topography maskarinec documents rome’s spectacular physical transformation drawing on church architecture frescoes mosaics inscriptions greek and latin
hagiographical texts and less studied documents that attest to the commemoration of these foreign saints these sources reveal a vibrant plurality of voices byzantine administrators refugees aristocrats monks pilgrims and others who shaped a distinctly roman version of christianity city of saints extends its analysis to the end of the ninth century when the city’s ties to the byzantine world weakened rome’s political and economic orbits moved toward the carolingian world where the saints cults circulated valorizing rome’s burgeoning claims as a microcosm of the universal christian church

A History of the City of Rome, Its Structures and Monuments 1865 reprint of the original first published in 1871 the publishing house anatiposi publishes historical books as reprints due to their age these books may have missing pages or inferior quality our aim is to preserve these books and make them available to the public so that they do not get lost

The Early Modern Invention of Late Antique Rome 2020-09-03 cristina mazzoni examines the evolution of the she wolf as a symbol in western history art and literature

Roma Felix – Formation and Reflections of Medieval Rome 2016-12-05 in behind the curtain 2 author marc levitre pulls back the curtain once again to reveal the truth as seen in mainstream movies these films have been chosen because they have impacted levitre on a spiritual level he delves into such themes as coming of age dealing with the cruel world sports the despicable and disney levitre also analyzes film that should have been in the first book but were not because they were then too complicated or were not on his radar and he adds to and or corrects comments made in the first book levitre in most cases ties films to scripture however his holy spirit again has led him to explore areas of his life in a few instances the author had believed the first book would be the last for about a week then god inundated him with what appears in this volume since the beginning levitre a pastor’s son has been looking for the moral of the story and by doing so has been entertained but more importantly has been enlightened levitre has been proud to call new hampshire home since 1968

2021-07-01 a tale of love power and intrigue from the new york times and usa today bestselling author of the alice network and the diamond eye powerful prosperous and expanding ever farther into the untamed world the roman empire has reached its peak under the rule of the beloved emperor trajan but neither he nor his reign can last forever brash and headstrong vix is a celebrated ex-gladiator returned to rome to make his fortune the sinuous elusive sabina is a senator’s daughter who craves adventure sometimes lovers sometimes enemies vix and sabina are united by their devotion to trajan but others are already maneuvering in the shadows trajan’s ambitious empress has her own plans for sabina and the aristocratic politician hadrian who is both the empress’s ruthless protégé and vix’s mortal enemy has ambitions he confesses to no one ambitions rooted in a secret prophecy when trajan falls they all will be caught in a deadly whirlwind that may seal their fates and that of the entire roman empire

The Complete Concordance to Shakspeare 1845 on the first anniversary of his election to the papacy leo the great stood before the assembly of bishops convening in rome and forcefully asserted his privileged position as the heir of peter the apostle this declaration marked the beginning of a powerful tradition the bishop of rome would henceforth leverage the cult of st peter and the popular association of st peter with the city itself to his advantage in the invention of peter george e demacopoulos examines this petrine discourse revealing how the link between the historic peter and the roman church strengthened shifted and evolved during the papacies of two of the most creative and dynamic popes of late antiquity ultimately shaping medieval christianity as we now know it by emphasizing the ways in which this rhetoric of apostolic privilege was employed extended transformed or resisted between the reigns of leo the great and Gregory the great demacopoulos offers an alternate account of papal history that challenges the dominant narrative of an inevitable and unbroken rise in papal power from late antiquity through the middle ages he unpacks escalating claims to ecclesiastical authority demonstrating how this rhetoric which almost always invokes a link to st peter does not necessarily represent actual power or prestige but instead reflects moments of papal anxiety and weakness through its nuanced examination of an array of episcopal activity diplomatic pastoral political and administrative the invention of peter offers a new perspective on the emergence of papal authority and illuminates the influence that petrine discourse exerted on the survival and exceptional status of the bishop of rome

An Affinity for Shadows 2011-10 at the turn of the fifteenth century rome was a city in transitionparts ancient medieval and modern pagan and christian and as it emerged from its medieval decline through the return of papal power and the onset of the renaissance its portrayals in print transformed as well jessica maier’s book explores the history of the roman city portrait genre during the rise of renaissance print culture she illustrates how the maps of this era helped to promote the city to educate and to facilitate armchair exploration and what they reveal about how the people of rome viewed or otherwise imagined their city she also advances our understanding of early modern cartography which embodies a delicate intentional balance between science and art the text is beautifully illustrated with nearly 100 images of the genre a dozen of them in color
City of Saints 2018-02-23 the committee expressed concern about the level of fishing capacity which was higher than prior to the 2004 tsunami in some of the areas affected by the disaster and recognized that it called for the design and implementation of sustainable and effective fisheries management arrangements that included a gradually phasing out fishing overcapacity monitoring access and livelihood considerations the committee reaffirmed its trust in fao to play a coordinating role in advancing the global aquaculture agenda and highlighted the importance of addressing socio economic impacts of aquaculture and other issues such as improving planning and policy development at national and regional levels the committee agreed to give greater attention to small scale fisheries and welcomed the convening of a broad based international conference focusing specifically on small scale fisheries

The History of Rome 2023-03-28 this invaluable collection explores the many faces of murder and its cultural presences across the italian peninsula between 1350 and 1650 these shape the content in different ways the faces of homicide range from the ordinary to the sensational from the professional to the accidental from the domestic to the public while the cultural presence of homicide is revealed through new studies of sculpture paintings and popular literature dealing with a range of murders and informed by the latest criminological research on homicide it brings together new research by an international team of specialists on a broad range of themes different kinds of killers by gender occupation and situation different kinds of victim by ethnicity gender and status and different kinds of evidence legal judicial literary and pictorial it will be an indispensable resource for students of renaissance italy late medieval early modern crime and violence and homicide studies

The Racing Calendar 1884 andrew strain sr d 1826 was born prior to 1755 and died in haywood county north carolina descendants and relatives lived in north carolina tennessee south carolina georgia texas and elsewhere includes constitution officers and history of the reunions of the strain family association earlier called the strain reunion

She-Wolf 2010-03-29 this resource book for librarians and teachers of elementary and middle grade readers introduces over 400 titles of books fiction nonfiction and poetry written and illustrated by international authors and illustrators windows on the world international books for elementary and middle grade readers helps librarians and teachers open the eyes of elementary and middle grade readers to what life is like for children like themselves around the globe in this extraordinary resource you will find introductions to over 400 fiction nonfiction and poetry titles for age levels 4 8 and 8 12 written and illustrated by international authors and illustrators and matched with related curriculum activities correlated with national curriculum standards windows on the world consists of over 100 lead books and over 350 related books published in the last ten years organized by countries and cultures it includes work from non american authors working in the united states and abroad as well as reissues of classics and a few american titles noted for their authentic representations of other cultures each entry includes bibliographic data information about the author and illustrator identification of genre recommended age level a synopsis suggested curriculum responses correlated with national curriculum standards and related books

Behind The Curtain 2 2012-06 ancient iconography of paul is dominated by one image paul as martyr whether he is carrying a sword the traditional instrument of his execution or receiving a martyr s crown from christ the apostle was remembered and honored for his faithfulness to the point of death as a result christians created a cult of paul centered on particular holy sites and characterized by practices such as the telling of stories pilgrimage and the veneration of relics this study integrates literary archaeological artistic and liturgical evidence to describe the development of the pauline cult within the cultural context of the late antique west

Empress of the Seven Hills 2012-04-03 in each of the 12 succinct chapters christian troll deals with one of the questions muslims ask christians most frequently about christian faith and practice

The Invention of Peter 2013-05-29 a thought provoking study of how knowledge of provenance was not transferred with enslaved people and goods from the portuguese trading empire to renaissance italy in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries renaissance italy received a bounty of goods from portuguese trading voyages fruits of empire that included luxury goods exotic animals and even enslaved people many historians hold that this imperial opening up of the world transformed the way europeans understood the global in this book k j p lowe challenges such an assumption showing that italians of this era cared more about the possession than the provenance of their newly acquired global goods with three detailed case studies involving florence and rome and drawing on unpublished archival material lowe documents the myriad occasions on which global knowledge became dissociated from overseas objects animals and people fundamental aspects of these imperial imports including place of origin and provenance she shows failed to survive the voyage and make landfall in europe lowe suggests that there were compelling reasons for not knowing or caring about provenance and concludes that geographical knowledge like all knowledge was often restricted and not valued examining such documents as ledger entries journals and public and private correspondence as well as extant objects and asking previously
unasked questions lowe meticulously reconstructs the backstories of portuguese imperial acquisitions painstakingly supplying the context she chronicles the phenomenon of mixed ancestry children at florence s foundling hospital the ownership of inanimate luxury goods notably those possessed by the medicis and the acquisition of enslaved people and animals how and where goods were acquired lowe argues were of no interest to fifteenth and sixteenth century italians possession was paramount Ohio Poland-China Record 1895 touchstone together with viewpoint is a six level english program based on research from the cambridge english corpus touchstone second edition full contact with dvd level 1 includes four key components of the touchstone second edition series student s book level 1 workbook level 1 level 1 video activity pages and video on dvd Rome Measured and Imagined 2015-05-07 the moving city processions passages and promenades in ancient rome focusses on movements in the ancient city of rome exploring the interaction between people and monuments representing a novel approach to the roman cityscape and culture and reflecting the shift away from the traditional study of single monuments into broader analyses of context and space the volume reveals both how movement adds to our understanding of ancient society and how the movement of people and goods shaped urban development covering a wide range of people places sources and times the volume includes a survey of republican imperial and late antique movement triumphal processions of conquering generals seditious violent movement of riots and rebellion religious processions and rituals and the everyday movements of individual strolls or household errands by way of its longue durée dense location and the variety of available sources the city of ancient rome offers a unique possibility to study movements as expressions of power ritual writing communication mentalities trade and also as a result of a massed populace violent outbreaks and attempts to keep order the emerging picture is of a bustling lively society where cityscape and movements are closely interactive and entwined US 50 Highway Improvements Between the City of Athens to the Village of Coolville, US 50 18.58 from 4 Km West of OH-690 to OH-7, Athens County 1996 a modern day taming of the shrew that concludes at a high school prom an agoraphobic olivia from twelfth night sending video dispatches from her bedroom a time traveling teenager finding romance in the house of capulet shakespeare and girls studies posits that shakespeare in popular culture is increasingly becoming the domain of the adolescent girl and engages the interdisciplinary field of girls studies to analyze adaptation and appropriation of shakespeare s plays in the late 20th and early 21st centuries through chapters on film television young adult fiction and web series aimed at girl readers and audiences this volume explores the impact of girl cultures and concerns on shakespeare s afterlife in popular culture and the classroom shakespeare and girls studies argues that girls hold a central place in shakespearean adaptation and that studying shakespeare through the lens of contemporary girlhoods can generate new approaches to renaissance literature as well as popular culture aimed at girls and young people of marginalized genders drawing on contemporary cultural discourses ranging from abstinence only sex education and shakespeare in the us common core to rape culture and coming out this book addresses the overlap between shakespeare s timeless girl heroines and modern popular cultures that embrace figures like juliet and ophelia to understand and validate the experiences of girls shakespeare and girls studies theorizes shakespeare s past and present cultural authority as part of an intersectional approach to adaptation in popular culture The Complete Concordance to SHakspere 1857 city of the soul critically examines how an international cast of visitors fashioned rome s image visual and literary in the century between 1770 and 1870 from the era of the grand tour to the onset of mass tourism the eternal city emerges not only as an intensely physical place but also as a romantic idea onto which artists and writers projected their own imaginations and longings the book will appeal to a wide audience of readers interested in the history of art architecture and photography the romantic poets and other writers from byron to henry james it will also attract the interest of historians of urbanism landscape and italy nonspecialists and armchair travelers will enjoy the diverse literary and artistic responses to rome Report of the Twenty-seventh Session of the Committee on Fisheries, Rome, 5-9 March 2007 2007 Murder in Renaissance Italy 2017-07-13 The Strain Family 1985 Wallace's American Trotting Register ... 1874 Windows on the World 2009-12-14 Paul the Martyr 2011 Muslims Ask, Christians Answer 2012 Provenance and Possession 2024-04-09 Touchstone Level 1 Full Contact 2014-01-16 Chester's Complete Trotting and Pacing Record, Containing Summaries of All Races Trotted Or Paced in the United States Or Canada, from the Earliest Dates to the Close of 1883 1884
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